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download.U.S. Army releases
initial service member list for

Afghan surge AFP, KABUL Thu, Mar
01, 2013 - Page 7 The US military
has released the first list of about
8,000 potential troops to support

an expanded US military presence
in Afghanistan, even as President
Obama said he was not “set on a
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timeline” for a US troop pullout
from the country. The initial list

reflects a planned surge of forces
and the growing number of troops
on deployment, ranging from 300

to over 1,000, in the Afghan
province of Helmand, including

advisers to the local Afghan police,
and would be a small number of

soldiers, not a "Green Zone"
contingent, military officials said.

It covers a basic range of
capabilities, including support

troops for command and control,
logistics, maintenance,

intelligence and communications,
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Afghan National Security Forces
(ANSF) and medical personnel, US

officials said. The decision by
President Barack Obama to surge

forces in Afghanistan was
announced last week amid

mounting concern about the toll
on American soldiers of a fierce

Taliban insurgency. The new effort
will expand the existing troop

presence in the country to about
32,000 from about 33,000. But

White House spokesman Jay
Carney emphasized that that was
not a “Green Zone” contingent,
like the one that is stationed in
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Baghdad, unlike the one in Kabul.
“We are not looking at this from a
Green Zone type of framework,”

Carney said. The president’s initial
plan to send 4,000 more US

soldiers by next spring had been
criticized by some as too small,
but the plan was revised on Feb.
28 after it was clear that adding
about 12,000 soldiers would be

needed. On Tuesday Obama called
a news conference to explain the

decision, which is to take effect on
May 10. “The goal is not a

timeline,” he said. The decision
was announced at the end of a
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year-long review of Afghanistan,
during which US officials have
acknowledged that the Taliban

now control more than 60 percent
of Afghanistan and top Taliban
figures say they are closer to

victory than before. “We are now
weighing our force options, the

weight being the impacts of
bringing those forces in from other
missions,” said Army General John

Allen, 0cc13bf012
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DRUPAL GET not working I have this code in a cpt page $tax =
get_post_meta( get_the_ID(),'mysite_tax', true );

if(!is_null($tax) ) $tax_name = wp_specialchars_decode($tax);
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if( $tax_name && $tax_name!= '' ) echo ''; echo ''. $tax_name.
''; echo ''; and i'm getting error like this Parse error: syntax

error, unexpected '' (T_ENCAPSED_AND_WHITESPACE),
expecting '-' or identifier (T_STRING) or variable (T_VARIABLE)

or number (T_NUM_STRING) in
/home/test1/public_html/test/index.php on line 38 Line 38 is
$tax_name = wp_specialchars_decode($tax); Any idea why

this is happening? A: You don't have a'after your opening tag.
You're either missing a closing tag (preferred), or you're using
a closing tag, but you didn't open the tag, and this is adding

that to the wrong place. Try: $tax = get_post_meta(
get_the_ID(),'mysite_tax', true ); if(!is_null($tax) ) $tax_name =

wp_specialchars_decode($tax); if( $tax_name &&
$tax_name!= '' ) echo ''; echo '
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of endoscopic laser surgery for dysplastic Barrett's esophagus.
In the present study, we evaluated the long-term follow-up of

26 patients with dysplastic Barrett's esophagus and
endoscopic laser treatment for dysplasia. We report that an
excellent control of all neoplastic lesions was obtained in all

cases. Twenty patients have been followed up at a mean time
of 32.2 months. Two patients (10%) developed recurrent

Barrett's adenocarcinoma after endoscopic laser treatment;
the patients with synchronous adenocarcinoma died of

metachronous carcinoma (6.25%), whereas the patient without
synchronous tumor is still alive at 50 months. No

gastrointestinal or cutaneous other cancers have been
observed during the follow-up. Dysplasia recurrence has been

observed in 60% of the cases; among them, five patients
presented also synchronous adenocarcinoma. The

development of Barrett's adenocarcinoma was observed in
62.5% of the cases with only one lesion. In conclusion, we
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think that endoscopic laser resection for dysplasia is safe,
effective, and a good therapeutic option for the control of

dysplasia with reasonable results. It does not entail an
excessive incidence of neoplastic progression or of second

tumors. However, since a small but relevant risk of developing
future carcinoma exists, further studies are required to

evaluate the risk factors that may induce the development of
carcinoma.A suspect was shot and killed by officers after he
stabbed a woman and his girlfriend at an upmarket La Mesa

shopping center and was then found holding a knife on
someone else, authorities said Monday. The La Mesa Police

Department said the fatal officer-involved shooting happened
shortly after 2:30 a.m. at the
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